
Waterco’s EnviroPro range: pool equipment that not only maximises your time 
in the pool, but also delivers energy efficiency and water savings

www.waterco.com.au



Selecting the latest environmentally friendly, easy to use pool 
equipment can be a daunting task. That’s why Waterco has 
introduced the EnviroPro range – to make it easier for pool owners  

to save precious water and energy and also reduce pool maintenance.

An holistic solution, the EnviroPro range consists of a select number of 
Waterco’s high quality, energy efficient and award-winning water saving 
products, from the latest energy efficient pool pump, centrifugal pre-filters 
and water saving cartridge and media filters, to the most up to date LED 
lights, solar pool heaters, heat pumps and robotic pool cleaners.

Whilst highly efficient in their own right, these products combined and 
operated in the correct way enable pool owners to reach the highest 
levels of sustainability.

Save time, 
water and energy

2010 Winner
Most Environment-Friendly

Lighting Product

2010 Winner
Environment Product

of the Year
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Or for the ultimate convenience and maximum 

water savings, the MultiCyclone Ultra is an 

easy to use, highly efficient centrifugal filter 

and cartridge filter all in one.

As MultiCyclone Ultra’s centrifugal section filter 

pre-filters up to 80% of the incoming dirt load, 

the capacity of its  filter cartridge is magnified 

by up to 5 times.
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MultiCyclone Ultra filter

Waterco’s unique pre-filter MultiCyclone 

technology not only allows you to save 

thousands of litres of water per year, it also 

takes less maintenance time to clean your filter 

and extends the life of your equipment.  

The MultiCyclone works on the basis of 

centrifugal water filtration. There are no moving 

parts to wear and tear, and no filter media to 

clean or replace.

MultiCyclone pre-filter



The Opal XL cartridge filter eliminates the need 

for regular backwashing saving you both water 

and energy. Its oversized cartridges have been 

pleated to provide up to 25.1m2 of surface 

area maximising its dirt holding capacity and 

minimising filter maintenance.
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Opal XL filter

Equipped with an innovative variable speed 

motor, Hydrostorm ECOV pump uses up to 80% 

less electricity than a regular pump. Its quiet 

operation allows you to switch to off peak 

electricity tariffs at night, saving you even more 

on your energy bills. Pool water clarity is also 

improved, due to slow flow and better filtration.

Hydrostorm ECOV pump

Manufactured from pure glass, Glass Pearls 

are a new generation of filter media, capable of 

saving water and providing water of superior 

clarity.

Glass Pearls filter media



Trident ECO, robotic pool cleaner is considered 

one of the most economically efficient cleaners. 

It will effortlessly clean your pool using less 

power than required to illuminate one halogen 

pool light.
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Trident ECO robotic cleaner

The Micron ECO allows you to enjoy the 

convenience of backwashing your pool, whilst 

using 30 per cent less water than a standard 

media filter. Its hydraulic efficiency facilitates 

the use of a lower powered pump, leading to 

significant energy savings.

Micron ECO filter



The Zane Solar Systems and the Electroheat 

heat pump not only enable you to save on 

your energy bills, you can also extend your 

swim season or even swim all year round – 

conveniently and cost effectively.

Zane Solar absorbs the sun’s heat via a series of 

solar absorbers strategically installed on your 

roof and transfers it to your swimming pool. 

After the initial setup cost, the ongoing running 

costs are minimal as the heat is provided free 

from the sun.

Electroheat heat pump
Electroheat is the latest advancement in 

swimming pool heating: the heat pump extracts 

latent heat from the surrounding air, intensifies 

it and transfers it to your swimming pool. 

Electroheat heat pumps 

extend your swimming 

season without burning 

a hole in your pocket.
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Zane Solar

The BriteStream Multicoloured LED utilises 

energy efficient super bright LEDs and 

integrates new BriteLux diffuser Lens, providing 

pool owners with an energy efficient, super 

bright lighting solution that operates on only 

15 watts of energy.

Britestream LED light



Established in 1981 and listed on the Australian Stock Exchange in 

1989, Waterco (ASX: WAT) manufactures and distributes a diverse range 

of products for the international swimming pool, spa and water  

treatment markets. 

Waterco delivers high quality water treatment pumps and filtration 

systems, solar pool heating, chemicals and swimming pool and spa 

accessories at exceptional value to over 40 countries worldwide.
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Waterco’s head office is located in Sydney, Australia with international offices, 
manufacturing plants and warehouses located in Australia, New Zealand,  

Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, China, US, Canada and the UK.

INDONESIA
Jakarta
Warehousing, Sales and 
Distribution.

SINGAPORE
Sales and Administrative Office.

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland
Warehousing, Sales and 
Distribution.

USA
Augusta
Research and Development,  
Manufacturing, Warehousing,  
Sales and Distribution.

UK
Kent
Manufacturing, Warehousing, 
Research and Development, 
Sales and Distribution.

AUSTRALIA
Sydney (Head Office), Brisbane,  
Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth
Research and Development, Manufacturing, 
Warehousing, Sales and Distribution.

CHINA
Guangzhou
Manufacturing, Chemical Packing, 
Warehousing, Sales and Distribution.

MALAYSIA
Kuala Lumpur
Research and Development, 
Manufacturing, Warehousing,  
Sales and Distribution.

CANADA
Longueuil
Warehousing, Research 
Development, Sales and 
Distribution.
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OFFICES - AUSTRALIA

NSW - Sydney (Head Office)
Tel: +61 2 9898 8600

QLD - Brisbane
Tel: +61 7 3299 9900

VIC/TAS - Melbourne
Tel: +61 3 9764 1211

WA - Perth
Tel: +61 8 9273 1900

SA/NT - Adelaide
Tel: +61 8 8244 6000

ACT Distribution
Tel: +61 2 6280 6476  

OFFICES - OVERSEAS

Waterco (Europe) Limited
Sittingbourne, Kent. UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1795 521 733

Waterco (USA) Inc 
Augusta, Georgia, USA
Tel: +1 706 793 7291

Waterco Canada
Longueuil, Quebec, Canada
Tel: +1 450 748 1421

Waterco (NZ) Limited
Auckland, New Zealand
Tel: +64 9 525 7570  

Waterco (C) Limited
Guangzhou, China
Tel: +86 20 3222 2180  

Waterco (Far East) Sdn Bhd
Selangor, Malaysia
Tel: +60 3 6145 6000  

PT Waterco Indonesia
Jakarta, Indonesia
Tel: +62 21 4585 1481

Waterco Singapore Intl Pte Ltd
Nehsons Building, Singapore
Tel: +65 6344 2378

In the interest of providing better quality and value we are constantly improving and updating our products. Consequently, pictures and information on our brochures may sometimes vary slightly 
from models available.
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